
It took Itachi some time as it always did but eventually he was able to adjust.  He was in 

the restroom wrestling with his demon for fifteen minutes.  The battle hadn’t gone unnoticed.  He 

opened the door to the stall and stepped out fully aware that he had drawn a concerned crowd of 

people.  Four people were waiting in the open area in front of the three sinks near the 

door.  “Itachi, are you OK?” said a tall red haired girl in her mid-twenties.  Her name was Laura 

and she had been working at the gym long enough to know Itachi fairly well.  He had been a 

staple figure there previously but now he generally avoided where people gathered; especially 

those he knew.  Itachi nodded and replied “It’s really nothing to worry about.  It’s just my 

allergies.  They make me nauseous and give me migraines sometimes.”  The old man stepped 

forward.  “Are you certain you are ok young man?  That vomiting sounded pretty 

serious.”  Itachi was smart.  He could see their concern and their desire to placate their 

consciences.  But he could also feel something else in them.  This odd mixture of interest and 

expectation that was keeping them on his case.  If he stayed in that restroom they would keep at 

him until he would be obliged to remove his glasses.  There expectations would only be ended 

with a look behind his dark RayBan’s.  Whatever they were looking for behind them, they would 

find cause to validate if they saw his incandescent, blood crusted eyes.  Knowing this he, as 

politely as he could, pushed past them and out of the locker room door.  He walked speedily with 

his head tilted slightly down.  The sight of him was ridiculous he thought.  And he could hear the 

thoughts behind the stares following him as he walked out of the building through the back exit 

past a busy cycling class, and the indoor swimming pool.  He swung the door open.  A rush of 

cool May afternoon air caressed his face.  He welcomed the breeze.  It was refreshing; carrying 

away a bit of the heat brought on by the dry heaving away from his face.  But no feeling was 

particularly relaxing to him.  Like being too drunk, no matter how he situated himself he could 



never maintain equilibrium within himself.  He turned sharply and leaned his back against the 

back wall of the building.        

 

The eyes showed him every perceptible detail for every singular moment.  They made his 

experience like a kaleidoscope, forcing so many different versions of the same reality upon him 

that it would become distorted and unrecognizable as it was.  It was disorienting.  He had to 

focus.  He had to find something his senses could converge on.  Otherwise this kaleidoscope 

would rip apart his reality as it had done so many times before.  Usually he used music or art to 

focus on, or at times he would find a physical task that required deep concentration to 

perform.  Breathing heavily, shielding his eyes from the red evening glow of the sun, he leaned 

against the posterior wall of the gym.  His back leaning against the hard brick sending sensations 

of rough chalky contours to his brain.  Even with his eyes closed the contours of the wall flashed 

in his vision.  “Fuck!” he yelled.  “Fuck”.  He looked around for something to focus on.  The 

sports field behind the gym was empty.  Not even an errant ball was out there that he could kick 

around on the soccer field.  Focusing on that could ease the symptoms for a while. He often 

brought his ball out there to kick around for that very purpose.  He could concentrate in the 

closest thing he could find to solitude.  He would practice impossible trick shots.  Once he was 

able to kick the ball with such spin and pace that it boomeranged back to him after entering a 

netless goal from behind.  And those eyes recorded everything in his mind perfectly.  He could 

now perform that astounding feat at will as if it were nothing.  His senses were restless and with 

nothing out there for him he needed to find something in which to wrap these infinitely diverse 

sensations.  He thought about returning to the gym to play basketball but he dreaded being 

around people in these times.  Their thoughts were suffocating.  Their thoughts would flood his 



mind.  At times they would drown out his own and he would feel his consciousness seem to slip 

away supplanted by theirs.  He had to fight to distinguish his thoughts from those rushing in from 

the people around him.  It was like being schizophrenic for him.  So many voices that he couldn’t 

tell which was his anymore.  He needed to avoid that.  But there was nothing else that would 

give him enough stimulation out here or anywhere else nearby to hold his singularly hold his 

focus.  Driving was out of the question. Too much stimulus to take in.  It would be painful.   A 

run was too boring.  A workout wouldn’t do it either.  Basketball was the only thing he could 

think of at the moment.  Even from out behind the gym, thoughts were starting to stream in.  A 

man in the pool too embarrassed by his body to get out of the pool while women were around.  A 

girl in the personal training office arguing with her boyfriend on the phone.  His eyes wouldn’t 

leave him at peace here either.  So he pushed himself off the wall and headed back inside.  He 

walked hurriedly with purpose pulling the straps of his RayBans tight to fit snug on his face.  He 

hustled back into the gym and stood at the inbounds line just behind the goal where Sasuke and 

the guys were playing.   

The game had changed.  Sasuke’s team was still on the court having won, but Josh’s team, 

the shirted team, was now sitting defeated and dejected on the bench quietly hoping for the 

shirtless team to win again so that they could have another crack at them.  However this seemed 

unlikely.  The new team of shirts was made up of men.  All of them were young but definitely 

out of high school.  They were probably college aged, they might have been students from 

nearby “Greenwich University” or just guys of that age from around town coming to play.  They 

were unknown at the gym and very good. And with Terrance hobbling gingerly on one leg, 

Sasuke’s team was no match for them.   



Itachi stood there looking at Terrance. He waited.  The shirted team made a shot.  Then 

they stole the ball and made another shot.  Itachi started taking off his shirt careful not to disturb 

his sunglasses.  Terrance had had enough.  He called timeout and asked for the score.  “I think 

it’s 8 to 3” said the tallest guy on the shirted team, a young man with light yellowish skin and 

bushy black hair.  The red Miami Heat shirt he was wearing didn’t even have a dot of sweat on 

it.  Itachi looked at him.  His heartbeat was only mildly raised.  This game was nothing to 

him.  Terrance looked over at Itachi who was just waiting for the question he knew was 

coming.  “Yo Itachi.  You want to take my place?  I can’t really play like I want to on this 

ankle.  I think it might be sprained”  Itachi agreed to play this time.  He flung his shirt over 

toward the wall.  Then he trotted over to Sasuke’s team.  Sasuke was ecstatic.  Has was going to 

be playing in a serious game with his big brother.  Whatever disappointment he had felt before 

when Itachi was watching him on the sidelines dissipated instantaneously.  The spell cast upon 

him by the transmission of previous games feelings was broken.  Broken by the joy of just 

playing on the same team as Itachi. 

The game didn’t restart at 0-0.  There were too many people waiting to play in the gym 

for that to happen.  While Itachi was away tending to himself, a crowd of players and spectators 

had arrived.  The bleachers were now half filled and the two other courts had games running on 

them as well.  But theirs was the main court where the best players usually played and everyone 

was waiting the turn to play on it.  If you lost on that court then your team would have to wait to 

get their again.   

This shirted team was lackadaisically winning the game when Itachi stepped on the 

court.  As older young men who had obviously been playing together for a while, defeating a 

team of high schoolers, one of which was injured, and a twelve year old didn’t require their 



greatest efforts.  As well as Sasuke could play, he was no match for their domineering height and 

their knowledge of of how to play the game.  Still though, the only points scored by the shirtless 

team up to that point was a three pointer made by Sasuke at the beginning of the game which 

triggered the shirted team to guard him more closely.  And now, with a 6 foot 2 inch tall man 

guarding him, he was relegated to being a non-factor.   

Ryan, one of the boys on the shirtless team inbounded the ball to Itachi.  He began to 

dribble the ball up the court.  “Timeout.  Timeout.” said one of the young men on the shirted 

team.  “You know you have your sunglasses on right?”  Itachi continued to dribble the ball and 

pointed to the straps fastening the RayBans to his head.  “I know you have straps on them but 

can you see with those on.  They’re sunglasses. Not prescription glasses.”  “I can see fine.  I have 

to wear them because my eyes are very sensitive to light.  It can give me migraines.”  The young 

man left it at that.  He threw his hands up as to say suit yourself.  Once again the game resumed 

and Itachi changed the tone of the game right away.  He dribbled right up to the three point 

line.  The boy who asked him about his glasses guarded him lightly, leaving him plenty of space 

to shoot.  He was obviously unaware of who Itachi was.  He shot a high arcing three pointer that 

fell so centrally in the goal that it hardly even disturbed the net.  The young man was surprised 

but didn’t think very much of the shot.  He hadn’t really guarded him at all.  It was now the 

shirted teams ball and they dribbled down the court.  They pass the ball around to each other in 

rapid succession.  It was here and then there and then someone else caught it cutting to the basket 

and passed it as soon as it hit his hands to someone in the corner.  The three other boys on 

Sasuke and Itachi’s team were trying their bests to not focus on the ball movement and just 

mirror their the person they were guarding.  That’s how their coach taught them to defend 

against skillful ball movement.  Sasuke stood in the middle of all of the confusion watching the 



ball fly from person to person and with pinpoint vision and feeling their thoughts he could 

predict the movement of the ball.  But that did him no good.  Although he could effectively tell 

where the ball was going, he didn’t have the speed to get to the ball fast enough to intercept its 

path.  So he stood watching, motionless in a wide, low defensive stance.  Itachi did like the other 

boys.  He stuck close to the person he was guarding.  His eyes focused on the young man’s 

hips.  Each twist and bend they made alerted him far in advance of the direction the boy was 

going.  He looked nowhere except the hips.  And the young man couldn’t shake him.  His 

teammates set picks for him trying to block Itachi’s path giving their teammate some separation 

but Itachi stayed glued to the young man’s hip.  While looking only at the his hips, Itachi 

navigated through every block and pick they set to peel him away from the young man.  They 

would think that they had him and he would slide at the last second evading their ambush.  And 

then quick bullet pass was made to a young man in the corner.  The ball flew in a path that took 

it just behind Itachi’s back.  It seemed a safe pass.  But with those eyes Itachi read the pass 

perfectly.  He stopped on a dime leaving his man and turned to snatch the ball from its 

trajectory.  He grabbed the ball and in one motion threw it to an empty spot on the court without 

looking up.  The first person to reach it was Grayson, the high school team’s 6 foot 1 inch small 

forward.  The ball bounced once, he snatched the ball at waist level in stride and leaped into the 

air to dunk the ball.  And just like that the score was tied at eight.  The people on little metal 

bleachers and those watching on the sidelines went wild. The young man in the Miami Heat shirt 

looked around at his teammates trading glances that communicated the thought that this was 

enough.   

They came back up the court with purpose this time.  They stopped the superfluous 

passing and went to attack directly.  Itachi switched to guard the boy in the Miami Heat shirt 



leaving his man to another teammate.  The young man in the Miami Heat shirt began to run 

around trying to lose Itachi through a number of picks and screens.  He bobbed and darted here 

to there on the court and in the instance that he gained some breathing room from Itachi the ball 

was passed to him.  He caught the ball and started to elevate for a jumpshot.  As soon as he 

started the shooting motion, the shorter, just under 6 foot Itachi jumped from behind him and 

slapped the ball knocking it out of his hand.  The ball rolled out of the young man’s grasp, 

bounced off of his shoulder and into Sasuke’s hands.  Itachi immediately ran toward the opposite 

end of the court.  Sasuke heaved the ball in his direction.  He caught it and leaped upwards for a 

lay up.  The boy in the red Miami shirt was right behind him and jumped above Itachi to block 

the shot.  But instead of shooting, Itachi threw the ball hard onto court making it bounce high 

into the air.  A boy from his team trailing behind the play flew into the air grabbing the ball and 

dunking it in one motion.  It all happened so smoothly that it appeared planned from the very 

start.  The bleachers again cheered.   

With the game now 10 to 8 for Itachi and Sasuke’s team the young men on the shirted 

were finally taking the twelve year old and the high schoolers seriously.  They ratcheted their 

effort into high gear.  The red Miami Heat shirt on the young man with bushy black hair showed 

spatterings of dark wet spots.  He was putting in serious effort.  But something was always off 

for their team for some unknown reason.  It was infuriating to them.  They were better than these 

high schoolers but something odd always seemed to happen that saw the other team always end 

up with the ball and score.  They had an inkling that it was the boy in the RayBans but his impact 

on the game was difficult to measure.  He didn’t score after that original three pointer, and 

although he stole the ball a few times he wasn’t making all of the steals or getting all of the 

rebounds.  It was something though.  But they couldn’t put there fingers on it. 



Behind those RayBans Itachi was trying to keep himself focused.  Were he to have just 

played the game straight forward making all of the shots and stealing the passes as he could have 

easily done, the game would have been too easy.  It would not have been enough to keep those 

red eyes at bay.  Likewise, however was he testing Sasuke’s eyes.  He was effecting the game 

with minute, indiscernible contributions.  No one was noticing that Itachi was always happened 

to be guarding the person who shot the ball.  And every single time the shooter missed their shot, 

it miraculously bounced off of the rim into waiting hands of one his teammates. No one ever 

noticed that he always made the pass before the final pass which led to a basket for his team.  No 

one ever noticed that he would dribble past people easily and then pass up an open shot to pass 

the ball.  And they never noticed that he corralled offensive players into the heart of the 

defensive where they would have no outlet passes which led to them either having the ball 

stripped from them or throwing an errant pass that would be intercepted by a player on his 

team.  His effect on the game was all over the game but no one could perceive it; not even 

Sasuke.   

All pick-up games at the gym end once one of the teams reach twenty one points.  The 

final shot was a high arcing floater made by Sasuke that wafted over the hands of the much taller, 

much older young men to land centrally in the basket.  The final score was twenty-one to 

ten.  Itachi let them score one more basket towards the end of the game seeing how frustrated 

and dejected they were becoming. More challengers came and the games went the same. 

Twenty-one to five; twenty-one to seven; twenty two to four and so on.  They won six games 

back to back and Itachi was hardly sweating.  The other boys on the team were fresh as well 

since Itachi was making sure that easy opportunities fell right into their hands.  They ran the 

court with such dominance that everyone in the gym was now watching them.  Trying to 



understand exactly how this was happening.  No one could figure out how they were winning so 

handily. 

The sixth game ended quietly as if just a formality.  That team didn’t have any 

particularly good players so no one held any illusions that they stood a chance.  That team was 

filled with just average talent because collusion had developed between the best players in the 

gym.  They all chose to wait for a chance to play with on the same team.  They planned to field 

an all star team with only the five best players to put the inexplicably dominant run of Itachi and 

Sasuke’s team to an end.  The players were the young man in the red Miami Heat shirt called 

Vasquez; an older man with a shiny brown bald head who was playing in sweatpants and a white 

tank; David, a long athletic High schooler who played on Itachi’s high school team;  Josh, who 

was actually a very good player and a tall blonde young man who had played against them 

before on Vasquez’s team.  Vasquez, the blonde guy and the older bald man had been observing 

the other games and devised a plan on how to beat them.  They expressed most of their concern 

for the three high schoolers on the court.  And they figured that if they played Sasuke closely, he 

wouldn’t be able to get off his almost automatic shots.  They apparently didn’t think much of 

Itachi.  And why should they have.  He had been guiding the games anonymously.  But when 

they asked Josh and David to join their team, the two boys warned them that Itachi hadn’t even 

been playing seriously so far.  They explained to their new team members that Itachi had been 

the best player on their high school team before he quit.  And that team had been good enough to 

win the state championship.  Suddenly the bald man realized who he was.  “That’s Itachi 

Uchiha?  That’s the boy that was  ranked number one point guard in the state?”  Vasquez and the 

blonde young man looked around confused.  “Never heard of him.  Honestly though, he doesn’t 

look like he’s that good.” said Vasquez dismissively.  “Hey now.” said the bald man.  “I saw 



some of those games about a year or two back. That’s a bad boy right there.  He can 

play.”  Vasquez brushed the comments off.  “I’ll guard him.” he said.   

The all star team stepped onto the court excited and maintaining a reserved 

confidence.  They felt sure that they should win the game but they were all growing wary of 

Itachi.  “Josh yelled to his teammates “I’ll guard Thomas.  All he can do is dunk.  He can’t shoot 

or dribble.  If I keep him out of the paint then he can’t do shit.”  The short bald man went to 

guard Sasuke but Vasquez insisted that he guard one of the other high schoolers.  They instead 

had David, who was long and athletic, guard the twelve year old because his long arms would 

pose a greater challenge to Sasuke’s high arcing rainbow shots.  As planned, Vasquez went up to 

Itachi.   

Itachi inbounded the ball to Sasuke to commence the game.  Sasuke passed it right back 

to Itachi.  He dribbled the ball up the court with Vasquez mirroring his every move and swiping 

at the ball.  Itachi paid him very little attention.  He could move as he pleased with little effort 

while simultaneously not spectacularly shaking him out of his shoes.  No need for him to 

embarrass people.  He was focused on making the game interesting for himself.  At the three 

point line Itachi drove past his defender and slung the ball over to one of his teammates.  His 

teammate immediately noticed that the lane was empty and made another pass to a boy cutting to 

the goal.  He passed it to the boy and an easy lay-up was scored on the first possession.  It was all 

Itachi.  He had driven into the lane causing his defender to bump into his own teammate.  Then 

he passed the ball to Thomas who was nervous about having the ball in his hands so far away 

from the basket with a defender in his face.  Itachi knew he would take the first available 

opportunity to pass the ball and there was someone open because of the clutter Itachi had created 

by driving into the lane.  Itachi had orchestrated this perfect play and everyone watching thought 



it was just another ugly broken play that ended up in another lucky basket for their team.  In just 

one play, Vasquez’s confidence was crumbling.  He yelled at his team telling them to pay more 

attention on defense not knowing that he was the key piece used to make Itachi’s play work.   

On offense Vasquez called for the ball as soon as the bald man dribbled past the half 

court line.  He squared off in front of Itachi.  He as if going left jerking his body in that direction 

and then rose up to shoot.  Itachi jumped up along with him with his hands in position to smack 

the ball away.  Realizing the shot would be blocked, Vasquez passed the ball back to the bald 

man.  He stepped back from Itachi and ran to set a screen for the bald man.  The bald man ran 

around it.  Itachi ran in front of the screen to follow Vasquez and one of his teammates chased 

the stocky bald man who looked to pass the ball back to Vasquez in a pick and roll to the basket 

but there was Itachi looking directly at him.  He had snuffed their maneuver out.  And so he 

could not pass the ball to Vasquez as was intended.  Having picked up the ball to pass it, he was 

no longer able to dribble.  He was trapped in the corner unable to move from the spot with a 

defender crowding him.  Itachi then seemingly at random jumped up in the air waving his 

hands.  This caught the man’s attention for a split second and in that time Sasuke ran up to him 

snatching the ball from him.  Sasuke dribbled down the court.  Noticing what had happened the 

tall blonde guy ran Sasuke down.  Sasuke tried his shot fake but having such a dramatic height 

advantage, the tall blonde one didn’t had no need to fall for it.  He stood with his hands up 

leaving Sasuke unable to shoot.  Then Sasuke caught it.  A glimpse of Thomas’ red and white 

Jordan’s reflected on the polished floor.  He side armed the ball between his defender’s legs 

hitting David in perfect stride.  David leapt into the air and laid the ball smoothly in the basket 

then trailed off maintaining his speed back to the other side of the court.  He pointed to Sasuke as 

he ran.  Sasuke grinned, proud of his pass.  Itachi’s eyes saw all but they were unnecessary when 



it came to seeing just how frustrated Vasquez was becoming.  “What the fuck!?  Come on 

now.  How you gonna let little man steal the ball and then burn us like that.”  He lifted the front 

of his shirt over his face and walk around with his faced covered.  When his blonde young man 

passed the half court line, Vasquez snatched the down and went back to playing.  He ran up to 

the ball handler clapping to demand the ball.  The blonde boy passed it to him.  He took the triple 

threat basketball stance in front of Itachi.  He faked in every direction growing angrier by the 

second that Itachi wasn’t moving.  Itachi stood there appearing totally unaffected by his 

moves.  He started dribbling.  His frustration and anger caused him to lose sight of the rest of the 

court.  He was only focused on shaking Itachi.  He wanted to make him jump in the wrong 

direction.  He wanted to fluster him from his calm stance.  He wanted Itachi to display so 

effort.  He wanted Itachi’s respect as a basketball player.  Knowing that he was an All-State 

point guard, he wanted to make Itachi react and acknowledge him as baller.  Vasquez dribbled 

this way and that without doing much moving at all.  Having noticed the rhythm of his dribbling 

now, Itachi could have taken the ball at any time but he chose not to knowing what was 

coming.  So engaged with Itachi was Vasquez that he didn’t notice Sasuke sneaking up on his 

right side.  One poke of his little hand and the ball bounced right to Itachi.  Itachi snatched the 

ball up and jumped into the air.  Vaquez jumped as well and Itachi skipped the ball right under 

him to Sasuke who caught it and shot a three pointer.  And like that the game opened up with 

Itachi’s team scoring seven unanswered points on their way to another victory.   

Vasquez was now irate and the other players on his team demoralized.  They couldn’t 

figure out how they were being so dominated.  Itachi felt their frustration.  The next couple of 

plays he took off.  He pretended to play defense and allowed Vaquez to get by him and 

dunk.  Then he lazily stood in the corner and the let the two teams play without his 



influence.  Vasquez’s team quickly scored four points.  With a more respectable score he went 

back to work silently masterminding a victory for his team until a certain play.  When the score 

was ten to four and they were starting to run away to another easy victory, Vasquez decided to 

take out his frustrations on Sasuke.  The play started with Thomas blocking Josh on a layup.  The 

ball ricocheted off of the backboard and Itachi was there to bring it down.  He threw the ball 

ahead one of his teammates and the boy threw it in turn to Sasuke who stood alone under the 

basket.  Vasquez ran fast down the court to block the shot.  Itachi’s eyes narrowed behind the 

black Raybans.  Sasuke thinking that he had just enough time put the shot up in the air.  Vasquez 

was a little more athletic than he anticipated and was able catch the ball in the air. Knowing that 

his momentum would carry him out of bounds he threw the ball back at Sasuke with all of his 

might.  Sasuke saw it coming but seeing it was of no help.  The ball moved too fast over too 

short a distance for him to evade it or even block it.  It pelted him in the face knocking him to the 

floor.  Vasquez immediately went to help Sasuke up and apologize for the play.  He said that he 

only meant to throw it off of his body but accidentally hit his face.  The other players ran to him 

as well.  They all stood around asking him if he was ok.  He nodded that he was fine trying to 

look tough but little tears were streaming from his eyes.  Itachi walked over to him and wiped the 

little stream of blood coming out of his nose with bottom of Sasuke’s own shirt.  He didn’t ask 

Sasuke if he was OK.  And he didn’t ask if he wanted to take a break.  He knew that Sasuke 

would want to continue.  Everyone else saw the incident as an accident but Itachi saw it coming 

the second Vasquez ran to block the ball.  He was easily skilled enough to throw the ball off of 

Sasuke’s body or if he had been man enough to take a game against a child as just a game he 

would have just blocked the ball and not attempted such a serious play.  Afterall no one there 



was getting paid to play.  It was just a gym pick up game.  That shot was malicious.  It angered 

Itachi. 

When everyone was sure that Sasuke was fine the guys started to resume the game.  Josh 

held the ball in his hands and asked “Whose ball is it?”  Everyone collectively deflected the 

question to no one.  No one wanted to answer.  But Vasquez walked over and grabbed the 

ball.  “Yo.  That’s our ball.  I’m sorry for beaming little man in the face with ball but it bounced 

off of his head before it went out of bounds.  So, it’s our ball.”  No one argued and they started 

with the ball.   

Itachi was now overcome with a wave of feelings and thoughts that were now his and 

only his.  And like every other sensation, he felt them intensely and with all his senses.  His eyes 

were no longer an issue.  They were singularly focused.    

He had been playing only in a way that would preoccupy his senses.  It was just a way to 

keep his condition pacified.  But this guy, Vasquez had taken the game too far and maliciously 

hurt his little brother.  In addition to this, he knew he had been disappointing Sasuke the entire 

game by not showing off the skills that Sasuke adored.  Itachi’s athleticism was a point of pride 

for Sasuke and here he was playing in a way that while conducive to appeasing his condition was 

not the spectacular play for which his little brother had begged him to come to the gym.  But now 

Itachi had been goaded into giving his brother the show he had so wished to see.  He had been 

coerced into giving everyone who knew who he was the play they expected to see from 

him.  Vasquez had unwittingly instigated Itachi into showing him the real reason that he couldn’t 

beat the team with the twelve year old on it.   



Vasquez’s team got the ball first and Vasquez dribbled up the court.  Itachi backed away 

from him, leaving him plenty of space.  Then Itachi purposefully left him alone pretending to 

help his teammate by double teaming the tall blonde who cut down the center of the court toward 

the basket.  This left an open lane down the center of the court and being a good basketball 

player Vasquez could not help but take the bait.  He followed behind the double team taking 

advantage of the open hole it created in the defense.  The basket was totally 

unobstructed.  Feeling confident he rose from the floor in a powerful push upward.  He cocked 

the ball behind his head intending to dunk the ball with all of his might.  He kicked his feet back 

stretching his entire body backwards to slam with maximum force.  Then he recoiled his body to 

extend forward thus completing the motion. But just as the ball started to come forward toward 

the rim, a tremendous force struck down on it.  From the side Itachi had somehow come to meet 

him in the air.  Itachi’s hand was squarely placed on the top of the ball and as Itachi began to 

descend back toward the ground he kept the force of his hand going straight down on the 

ball.  At the angle Itachi had his hand, Vasquez was unable to release it which meant all of 

Itachi’s force was coming down on Vasquez.  Vasquez fell backwards in following the force of 

Itachi’s block.  He fell “Thud” to the floor and the gym echoed with a hard hollow knock of a 

body crashing against the hardwood court.  Itachi landed smoothly on his feet tiptoes like black 

cat descending from heights.  Vasquez curled up into a ball as soon as his side hit the floor.  His 

eyes popped wide.  The people watching cringed at the sight of a body slamming into the floor 

from such heights but they were gawked at the amazing feat of athleticism they had just 

seen.  Itachi had been following the tall blonde and turned on a dime to run back, fling himself 

into the air and jump high enough to block a ball that was far above the rim.  A large grin 

crawled across Sasuke’s face and he joined the circle of people standing around Vasquez. 



He wasn’t badly injured.  The fall was more frightening than painful.  Vasquez was an 

athlete so he knew how to take a fall.  He sat up and grabbed his back.  Itachi was nearest 

him.  he extended his hand to help him up which Vasquez grabbed.  As Itachi helped him up, 

Vasquez noticed two dim yet faintly visible red lights behind Itachi’s RayBans.  He walked off 

the sting of the fall and stretched his body a bit.  In that short time he thought about what he had 

seen and what he had just experienced.  Vasquez was on the college basketball team at nearby 

Westmont University, a major university just a few towns over.  He and the tall blonde boy were 

starters on a major college basketball team and at no time in his life had a flying dunk from him 

been so grounded.   

His back hurt a little and his ego more.  His competitive spirit a little shaken by shining 

red dots obscured by a pair of RayBans.  He guarded Itachi closely.  Itachi walked the ball up the 

court doing nothing special but when he came within a few feet of the three point line he 

stopped.  He stood dribbling at the three point line.  His body was relaxed.  He waved the other 

players on his team away to clear space. Vasquez stood in a defensive position with his hands 

spread out wide just like any coach would teach.  Motionless; then in an instant Itachi went 

left.  Vasquez struggled to follow him and just when he thought he had, Itachi took one more fast 

step to the left.  Vasquez rotated his body toward the basket in an attempt to create a better angle 

and head Itachi off at the goal.  Then Itachi stopped on a dime.  He crossed the ball over 

underneath his legs and stepped quickly to the other side of Vasquez.  Then he stepped 

back.  Vasquez lost sight of Itachi and in his confusion spun completely around.  The crowd 

around the game jumped and cheered.  Itachi had just shook Vasquez so completely that he 

literally lost him.  When Vasquez realized where Itachi was he ran toward him expecting that he 

would shoot the ball but as soon as Vasquez got near him he dribbled forward.  With all of 



Vasquez’s momentum going forward he tried to stop and follow Itachi but the movement vectors 

were all off now.  Trying to turn in one direction while his momentum was moving in another 

direction he fell to the floor losing his right shoe from his foot as Itachi leapt into the air putting 

the ball between his legs while ascending and dunking the ball backwards.  That was it.  The 

game stopped.  Spectators ran down the court screaming and yelling.  “Yo.  Itachi shook this 

dude out of his fucking shoes.”  Terrance hobbled down the court and patted Itachi on the 

back.  “You know you need to come back to the team.  Your little brother can join the team next 

year too.  State. Champ. Repeat.  The gym was boisterous in adulation of what they had just 

witnessed.  It took ten minutes for the game to restart.  Finishing it felt rather hollow.  The 

shirted team scored no additional points.  Itachi scored all of the remaining points.  All three 

pointers in Vasquez’s face.  All except the last shot which he left to Sasuke who drilled a high 

arcing floater in the lane.     


